Bachar Chbib's
Clair Obscur

Clair Obscur is a fairy tale for adults. Of course, every fairy tale has its lesson; the lesson of Clair Obscur is, unfortunately, 'never let style override content'.

Director/co-writer Bachar Chbib has drawn from traditional fairy tales, folklore, television commercials and Hollywood cinema (silent and sound) to fashion Clair Obscur. The film contains a bevy of homages to diverse storytelling forms; thus, it is a film which demands to be 'read' for embodied meanings. Unfortunately, this multi-faceted referencing does not provide the challenging and ultimately rewarding viewing experience it could have.

Clair Obscur is a silent film (albeit with an appropriately sentimental musical score and realistic sound effects) which makes use of an expressionistic dramatic style. The cast appears to struggle within the confines of the silent construct instead of achieving mastery of its defined elements. With their faces covered in cake make-up, the actors are relegated to outward actions and looks that are meant to speak a thousand words. The effect is stifling.

Concisely, this is the story of a rural Quebec family: husband, wife, daughter, and grand-father whose lives are 'idyllic' (i.e. filled with love, laughter, harmony, a sense of peace with their lot and assorted colour-coordinated farm animals). Indeed, the family appears to be living in a better commerical (golden light and healthy smiles over breakfast). One day the family is 'invaded' by a mysterious intruder (a beautiful blonde in white stationwagon). The little girl is attracted to this 'temptress' (the Wicked Witch of the West or the Good Witch of the North?). The mother whispers her daughter away into the safe confines of the house while the father stands frozen with desire. He seems to know the woman from his past.

What ensues is a mystical journey through lust passions, frustrated desires and illusive fantasies. The film unfolds within three physical realms: 1) the farmhouse, within which the sanctity of family life is subtly shattered by familial hostilities and cruelties, surreal and disturbing dreamscapes which merge with reality, and vengeful violence (Peckinpah style); 2) the barn/dungeon/nightclub (Clair Obscur) where magic is supposed to happen and does, where men are allured and women gaze in awe or boil with jealous rage, where the wife finds her husband sleeping on the bed of the tempstress, where a simpleton and a butcher (Laurel and Hardy) wait hand and foot on the tempstress (Entertainment); and 3) the 'natural' world of field, stream, junkheap and cemetery, the playground where the simpleton and the tempstress exchange stolen kisses and the emotional landscape through which the wife runs from the horror of her husband's adultery. At the heart of Clair Obscur lies the tale of the stock that arrives with a 'bundle of joy'. Chbib fills the film with blatant and oblique references to this tale and in turn many other myths surrounding pregnancy. For example, the wife, undesirable to her husband since the arrival of the tempstress, virtually goes insane over the loss of her husband's attentions. She wanders through the farmyard in a delusional dream state. Dressed in a garish nightgond (which serves to contribute to Chbib's love-angle fantasy shot) she climbs a water tower to retrieve the stock's egg, from the nest. She sits on the egg hoping to hatch it, fixes up the baby crib with green paint and devours large pickles. The tempstress becomes pregnant. Her belly rises spontaneously like a successful souffle. The wife vicariously feels the pangs of labour. The tempstress gives birth at the foot of the farmhouse stairs in the throes of what seems to be ecstasy and she gives the child lovingly to the family.

It is difficult to distinguish between dream and reality in Clair Obscur; of course, the magical quality of film is well-served in this but the impact of the drama is lost to individual moments or scenes. It is difficult to determine the development of characters when it is not clear whose dreams and whose realities are on the screen. As a lyrical piece, Clair Obscur approaches success; impressions are left, images linger, mores are drawn. As a dramatic piece, Clair Obscur approaches failure; characters remain caricatures, emotions are not explored, stereotypes are not broken. What cannot be overlooked in Clair Obscur is the production design. Colours are lush (ranging from strong complementary colour combinations in the boudoir of the nightclub to rich autumn shades in and around the farmhouse to garish hues in the sequences in which the wife is most distraught). Props and set-dressing make use of components which are unusual but fitting with the environments in which they appear. For example, a dried leaf sits on the nighttable beside the wife who regrets this. The husband sneaks into bed after having been out all night with the tempstress. The leaf is a simple, unobtrusive touch which adds to the mood of the scene through the representation of the season, the symbolicising of the 'drying up' of the couple's relationship and a dab from the colour palette used in the farmhouse environment.

Although the musical score in Clair Obscur does become heavily laden, especially in the 'Peckinpah style' scenes, it does so with obvious intent. Most of the music helps scenes lacking in emotional depth. Clair Obscur's attempt to revise the stock myth only glutishes its cliches. It diggs up references without organizing them within the film to help us better understand their meaning.
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In the seemingly cold world of Frank Cole's A Life, one finds a visual virtuosity and emotional core so seldom attained in our country's film industry. One does not hesitate to rank this stunning new feature alongside Vigo's L'Atalante, Clement's Forbidden Games and Burnett's The Age Of Or as a work of uncompromising, risk-taking and always breathtaking genius. As Cole himself states in his promotional material, A Life charts "a man's life - survival amid death - in a room and a desert."

In the early stages of the film, we face the grimy black and white images of an old man. Old camera, a voice (undoubtedly Cole's) asks, 'Are you afraid of dying, Grandpa?' The old man, quivering and somewhat perplexed, perhaps even intimidated by the camera. His reply is in the negative, yet somehow seems inconclusive. And towards the end of the film, the same grimy black and white images of us with an old woman, lying on her deathbed, gasping for life while a voice-over pleads, 'Live!' These gut-wrenching, disturbing images bookend a journey which is, in spite of the bleak, barren, sometimes horrifying sequences which populate the film - extremely life-affirming.

In the first section of the film, Cole focuses upon the interior environment of the film's central figure (Cole himself). Moving oddly-dreamed, inanimate objects out of the eye of the camera, the man appears to be riding the quarrelsome room of what little it has in it. As well, Cole assails us with a variety of strange images: a bare, white wall with a nail driven into it, a phonecall that never really comes and that is never really answered, a woman with a gun stuffed in her panties, and a little girl who runs through plate glass (at first silently, but then followed by the exorcisingly painful sound of the smashing glass). These images are punctuated by recurring shots of the man chiselling, hammering, measuring, and planing. He appears to be building something in this barren interior, a tomb, perhaps? Maybe so, for the man never appears to leave this environment.

But then, he leaves one tomb for another. One of the first exterior shots in the film is a series of head and shoulder freeze frames of Cole, as a variety of backgrounds flicker behind him. It's as if the camera itself is sealing this man in a cold, barren crypt. Yet later on in the film, a voice-over proclaims, 'I did this to feel alive.' Perhaps the very process of making the film is, what keeps the man, (the artist) from pulling the same trigger of the same gun that in an earlier scene is used by a woman who appears - ever-so-briefly - to writhe about and shoot herself in the eye.

Concisel y, Clair Obscur is a film which keeps the man, (the artist) from pulling the same trigger of the same gun that in an earlier scene is used by a woman who appears - ever-so-briefly - to writhe about and shoot herself in the eye.